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RAMFILL
ADVANTAGE

SAFETY AND QUALITY
Marcotte Mining’s strength lies in our ability to offer 
fully engineered equipment, designed to meet CSA 
Standard requirements and all welding done by 
Marcotte is controlled to CWB, CSA Standards W47.1.
Plumbing to an overfill valve with automatic shutoff 
to signal when the tank is full prevents overfill 
spillage.  As a secondary safety measure, in case the 
overfill valve fails, the ‘Ramfill’ has a 110% external 
containment tank with audible alarm to signal if any 
fluids escape the primary tank.

EMERGENCY VALVE SAFETY
If there is a fire outside of the tank, the emergency valve 
would sense the temperature rise and shut-off all fluid 
flow preventing additional fluid from fuelling the fire.

DISPENSING 
The Marcotte ‘Ramfill’ stationary fuelling station can be 
supplied with either an air pump or an electric pump.  
Dispensing is achieved with either a conventional ‘OPW’ 
dispensing nozzle and / or with a ‘Fast Fill’ nozzle. 

UL142 CERTIFIED
The tank has been designed, built and UL142 certified 
to a 2-hour fire protection rating.  To achieve this 
rating, UL142 tanks are tested to ensure compliance.

For an alternative to a full service fuel / 
lube truck, why not consider the Marcotte 
‘RAMFILL’ stationary fuelling station?
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From the bottom of the mine to the bottom line, Marcotte Minejack utility vehicles are 
the preferred solution.  We have supplied more underground vehicles than any other 

manufacturer in North America.  Marcotte Minejack carriers are the original utility vehicle 
– tough, hard-working and designed to take on the most demanding jobs underground. 

REFILLING FROM THE RAMFILL

REEL & PUMP ASSEMBLY
A reel and pump assembly is hung from the side of 
the tank and all connections are done with quick 
disconnect fittings or electrical connectors.  The frame 
has a fluid containment area as well as forkways to 
allow installation or removal with a forklift.

ADDED VALUE OPTIONS
A complete range of options are available to enhance 
the functionality of the ‘Ramfill’ stationary fuelling station.  
Improved functionality is achieve with PLC data collection, 
fuel transfer kits, stainless steel construction for highly 
corrosive environments, fire suppression or water spray 
systems, multiple reels and multiple dispensing.
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As the Original Equipment Manufacturer of the Minejack® Carrier, 
Marcotte Mining Machinery Services Inc. is the leading designer, 

manufacturer, and marketer of underground utility vehicles.  We are 
confident that our units will perform in demanding environments as our 

designs are fully supported by the highest quality standards. 

Choose Marcotte as your reliable carrier manufacturer.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR PRODUCT


